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 Our country's historical experience may 
provide us with deeper insights into the 
phenomenon of all-pervading bilingualism 
and better equip us with dealing with 
potential challenges it presents.

 What are the parallels and differences 
between these two sociolinguistic 
situations?

 What lessons can we learn?





 No formal official language.
 One de-facto lingua franca – Russian.
 Centralized control of language policy.
 Lip service to declared equality of all the languages of 

the USSR. Dominance of Russian in practice.
 Mass migration (voluntary and forced) spreading the 

use of Russian in all corners if the Union.
 Contrary to popular belief - russification not an official 

policy of the state but rather a matter of political and 
economic expediency. During various periods – covert 
attempts at russification (but never open).

 As a result, local-Russian unilateral bilingualism almost 
universal, Russian gradually becoming the dominant 
language in some non-Russian speaking republics,  
gradual loss of languages by some local ethnic groups.





 All languages of EU member states are co-official.
 One dominant lingua franca – English.
 No centralized control of language policy (directives).
 Linguistic diversity and multilingualism promoted in theory. 

Dominance of English in practice.
 Mass migration (both voluntary and economically forced) 

spreading the use of English throughout the Union.
 Instead of declared multilingualism, increasing spread of 

English and local-English bilingualism.
 Local-English bilingualism as a matter of expediency rather 

than any underlying policy.
 As a result, local-English bilingualism almost universal in 

some countries. No danger (yet?) of English becoming a 
dominant language in non-English speaking countries, 
although the pervasiveness of English is increasing.



According to Eurobarometer language survey, 
English and Spanish are the only two languages 
that show notable increases since 2005 in the 
proportion of respondents saying that they know 
them well enough to be able to hold a 
conversation.

For English the biggest improvements are in:

 Austria (+15 percentage points to 73%), 

 Finland (+7 points to 70%), 

 Latvia (+7 points to 46%) 

 Lithuania (+6 points to 38%). 





For German language there are decreases in:

 Luxembourg (-19 points to 69%), 

 the Czech Republic (-13 points to 15%), 

 Denmark (-11 points to 47%), 

 Slovakia (-10 points to 22%), 

 Slovenia (-8 points to 42%), 

 Hungary (-7 points to 18%), 

 Estonia (-7 points to 15%). 





For French language the biggest declines are 
in:

 Luxembourg (-10 points to 80%), 

 Portugal (-9 points to 15%), 

 Romania (-7 points to 17%), 

 Bulgaria (-7 points to 2%),

 Malta (-6 points to 11%).







 One dominating lingua 
franca.

 Local languages officially 
recognized and protected.

 Promotion of linguistic 
diversity in theory, spread 
of de-facto unilateral 
bilingualism in practice.

 Increased pervasiveness of 
a lingua franca in various 
spheres of life.

 Mass migration facilitating 
the aggressive spread of a 
lingua franca.

 Economic expediency more 
than any government policy 
driving the aggressive 
spread of a lingua franca.

 One dominating native 
speaker group in the 
USSR. No such group in 
the EU.

 Local languages (still) 
much stronger in the EU 
than in the USSR.

 In the USSR –
russification from above; 
in the EU – “anglification” 
from below.

 Genuine promotion of 
local languages in the EU 
rather, mere lip-service 
in the USSR.



According to 1989 
census, fluent 
command of 
Russian was 
reported by:

 67% of Latvians

 37% of Lithuanians

 34% of Estonians.

According to 
Eurobarometer
survey of 2012, 
fluent command of 
English was 
reported by:

 46% of Latvians
 38% of Lithuanians
 50% of Estonians.



 There are significant parallels between the spread of the 
respective lingua francas in the two unions, even though the 
local languages in the EU are still in a much better sociolinguistic 
situation.

 Lingua franca is necessary, universal knowledge of it is not a 
negative thing in itself.

 However, spread of one lingua franca at the expense of other 
languages, loss of genuine multilingualism in favour of local-
English unilateral bilingualism definitely is.

 English at the moment does not (yet?) pose a threat like the one 
Russian posed to the local languages.

 However, potential threat to the genuine linguistic diversity and 
vitality of languages is posed more by the aggressive spread of a 
lingua franca, decrease of multilingualism in favour of unilateral 
bilingualism, mass migration, economical expediency and 
market forces than by presence or absence of any governmental 
language policy.




